
The Best Minecraft Mods 2022
 

What are the best Minecraft mods? It’s a question that’s been asked for generations - ever

since a young Plato attempted to tweak his sport on the knee of Socrates. Or something. As

new Minecraft mods have been steadily flowing out since the game’s first public release

virtually a decade ago, there’s a complete heap to select from.
 

Minecraft is a blocky phenomenon. It’s the only game that lets you assemble a castle the

peak of Jack’s famous beanstalk and fall via an more and more challenging abyss for an

eternity - however it might do with among the best Minecraft mods to enhance issues. From

interface adjustments to instruments to assist your hours of exploration, you've the option to

make Mojang’s classic even better on Laptop.
 

The following list compiles some of the best Minecraft mods on the market right now. All are

divided into sections, relying on what you want to do with the sport - from simple changes to

deep, intricate Minecraft mods you will get misplaced in for months.
 

These are the best Minecraft mods:
 

Optifine 

 

Journeymap 

 

Not Sufficient Objects 

 

WAILA 

 

Stock Tweaks Renewed 

 

Playable Minecraft in a Chest 

 

Controlling 

 

Chisel 

 

Carpenter's Blocks 

 

Decocraft 

 

Bibliocraft 

 

Pig Manure 

 

Micro organism Mod 



 

Pam's Harvestcraft 

 

Biomes O'Plenty 

 

LotsOMobs 

 

CandyCraft 

 

The Twilight Forest 

 

Galacticraft 

 

BetterPortals 

 

Quiverbow 

 

Rope Bridge Mod 

 

Caterpillar 

 

Progressive Automation 

 

Utilized Energistics 2 

 

Larger Reactors 

 

ComputerCraft and RFTools 

 

Draconic Evolution 

 

Thaumcraft 

 

Merely Jetpacks 2 

 

Blood Magic 

 

Minefactory Reloaded 

 

BuildCraft 

 

Hats 

 

PneumaticCraft 



 

 

Minecraft interface mods
 

When you’ve acquired lots of Minecraft mods installed you’ll probably discover that

Minecraft’s default UI doesn’t reduce it any longer. The next downloads make playing

modded Minecraft a extra pleasant experience.
 

Optifine / Fastcraft
 

Bought a beefy laptop? Make Minecraft look unimaginable with Optifine, which provides

support for HD textures and more management over graphical choices. Alternatively, if you’re

playing on a potato, grab Fastcraft - it significantly improves performance on decrease-finish

machines, notably with a number of Minecraft mods put in.
 

Journeymap
 

Everybody likes to know where they’re going. Journeymap maps your world as you explore,

lets you mark waypoints of curiosity, and can even warn you when mobs are sneaking up

behind you. View the resulting map in-sport as a minimap, or in fullscreen, and even in an

exterior web browser.
 

Not Sufficient Objects
 

In the event you need an antidote to the pain of alt-tabbing to a wiki while taking part in

Minecraft , then flip to Not Enough Items (or NEI). It helps you to lookup the recipe for any

merchandise from any installed Minecraft mod by way of a nifty interface on Minecraft’s

inventory display screen.
 

WAILA
 

WAILA stands for ‘What Am I Trying At’, and it’s a godsend when you’ve got loads of mods

put in. Simply point your crosshair at a block, and it’ll tell you what the block is. This will also

work with some mods, telling you which of them mod it comes from, although with newer

mods it may also let you know concerning the state of that block - how full a tank of water is,

for instance, or the cost level on a battery. You’ll need NEI to run it.
 

Stock Tweaks Renewed
 

Set up Stock Tweaks Renewed, and you’ll quickly surprise how you lived without it.

Instruments that run out of durability are routinely changed in your hotbar, stacks of blocks

are mechanically refilled, and a simple center-click on will kind your chests and inventory. It’s

additionally endlessly customisable.
 

Playable Minecraft in a chest



 

Mini Minecraft is a playable version of Minecraft shrunk right down to the size of a chest.

Consumer SethBling posted a video of the mod in motion on YouTube with a hyperlink to

obtain it in the outline. This mod has all the identical features as the original sport, besides

it’s you'll be able to control the whole thing by means of the interface of a Minecraft chest.
 

While you depart the chest you’ll see your actions laid out in entrance of you as if you’d been

working in 2D the whole time.
 

Controlling
 

This delightfully simple mod will make managing controls when you’ve acquired different

Minecraft mods installed a lot simpler. With this interface mod, you possibly can simply pull

up a search bar and sort within the management you’re looking for to see what the

keybinding is. You may even filter it so it only flags up overlapping keybindings so you can fix

them in a jiffy.
 

Minecraft inventive mods
 

For many people, crafting awe-inspiring constructions is what Minecraft is all about. The next

mods will dramatically broaden your creative options, from new kinds of wooden to proper

furnishings.
 

Chisel
 

Minecraft only has a couple of cobblestone textures. Chisel has many extra. In truth, it

provides various textures to an enormous variety of the game’s default blocks as well as

blocks that come with different mods in this listing - letting you create any decor you want in

your in-game constructions.
 

Carpenter’s Blocks
 

Cubes are great and all, but occasionally you desire a slope, right? Minecraft adventure

servers delivers those slopes, alongside beds, buttons, doors, flowerpots, torches, and extra,

all of which you can customise with the texture of another block. Ever wished a netherrack

ladder? This is the mod that’ll do it.
 

Decocraft
 

If you’d like a bit more selection when it comes to decorating your world, Decocraft is the

mod for you. It provides craftable chairs, tables, bowls, bottles, lamps, stuffed toys, beer

kegs, and even a kitchen sink. The full record is almost infinite, so dive in to the Wiki to see

the complete vary of choices.
 

Bibliocraft

https://minecraft-servers.biz/adventure/
https://minecraft-servers.biz/adventure/


 

Bibliocraft also presents a bunch of aesthetically-pleasing blocks, however these ones

include their very own functionality. For instance, show cases and shelves let you show off

your trophies, whereas a printing press helps you to copy in-recreation books. It even adds a

monocle for the distinguished gentlemen amongst you.
 

Pig Manure
 

If you'll be able to accuse Minecraft of lacking one thing, it’s poo. This humble Pig Manure

mod solves that problem with aplomb, not simply making it so your pigs drop a steaming pile

of the proverbial every once in a while, but instead providing you with a new resource to

grasp in Minecraft. Accumulate the droppings and you can use them as an alternative of

bone meal to fertilise your crops. Alternatively, you can fireplace them in a furnace and

produce bricks that you should utilize to build a house - simply don’t use them with white

wool.
 

Micro organism Mod
 

Micro organism merely by no means goes out of trend, so it’s about time Minecraft modders

brought it into the creative sandbox. The Micro organism mod permits you to domesticate a

spread of various bacteria, each of which is able to perform completely different duties -

destructive or inventive - and set them free on the world. Simply make sure you comprise it

properly, especially if you’re experimenting in your individual base.
 

Pam’s HarvestCraft
 

Bring some serious variation to your Minecraft eating regimen with the produce-laden Pam’s

Harvestcraft mod that adds over 1,a hundred new foods and gadgets, including 60 crops, 17

types of fish, tofu for vegetarian and vegan dishes, and 36 fruit or merchandise bearing trees.

The end result is a Minecraft weight-reduction plan that’s equal components lavish and

balanced. If you want to make this a necessity reasonably than only a enjoyable extension to

vanilla Minecraft, use it alongside Starvation Overhaul and The Spice of Life, which both

punish your poor eating habits.
 

In fact, you probably have stashes of food, then you’ll want to verify your cooking is up to

scratch. The Cooking for Blockheads mod provides five new blocks that form a multiblock

kitchen construction. Concerned in which can be a cooking table, oven, sink, tool rack, and

fridge - consider it like Minecraft as a cooking game. The mod was made with Pam’s

Harvestcraft in thoughts, so the two go quite nicely together we reckon - the cooking

potentialities are close to infinite.
 

Minecraft exploration mods
 

Some folks choose the life of a nomad to that of a builder. The next mods both spice up

world era, add new worlds to explore, or give you the tools you’ll must discover them. To the



Far Lands, and past!
 

Biomes O’Plenty
 

Let’s begin with the Overworld. Biomes O’Plenty adds a ridiculous eighty new biomes and 12

sub-biomes to Minecraft - from Alps to Wasteland. It also provides a bit extra selection to

instruments, armour, meals, colour, and adds a number of additional blocks to build with.
 

LotsOMobs
 

Working in a lot the identical approach as Biomes O A lot, LotsOMobs provides a staggering

25 new mobs to additional enrich your Minecraft world and make your biomes that bit extra

real looking. Gone are the days when the squid was the only creature within the sea and

chickens roamed free throughout the savannah. If you’d like giraffes, narwhals, seagulls,

elephants, and even dinosaurs to seem in your game, then that is the mod for you.
 

CandyCraft
 

Here’s an important exploration mod for people who avoid the Nether because it is only a bit

too demonic and hellscapey. CandyCraft affords sweet-toothed Minecrafters a brand new

realm to discover that’s made fully of sweet. There are sugar-coated critters to kill,

marshmallow instruments to equip, and honeycomb armour to wear as you make your way

by means of this sickly sweet realm. Eat your heart out, Hansel and Gretel.
 

The Twilight Forest
 

Much more simple than some of the other exploration Minecraft mods on this checklist,

Twilight Forest enables you to create a portal to a new perpetually dim, forested realm full of

new mobs and challenging encounters the further you delve.
 

Galacticraft
 

Boldly go the place no Steve has been before with Galacticraft, an expansive mod that

permits you to travel to, discover, and even colonise an entire solar system. Except for all the

interplanetary sightseeing, the primary draw of this mod is the sheer amount of effort you’ll

have to place into it in order to escape Earth and its famously surly bonds.
 

It’s a compelling and brilliantly constructed sequence of missions that rewards you with

gameplay opportunities, like building a moonbase, pimping out your spaceship, and fighting

developed mobs on Mars.
 

BetterPortals
 

Portals are somewhat problematic when exploring new realms in Minecraft. You can’t see the

world you’re about to enter, which will be fairly scary, but in addition you might have to sit



down via a loading display.
 

The BetterPortals mod recreates portals so you'll be able to see what world you’re about to

enter, but in addition so there’s no loading display screen to interrupt the immersion.

Unfortunately, there are just a few incompatibilities as with all mod, so do examine before

downloading.
 

Quiverbow
 

Not almost sufficient mods give attention to bettering that the majority historic and beloved of

weapons - the bow and arrow. Quiverbow overhauls the options accessible to budding

archers by providing them with a bounty of projectile-primarily based weaponry.
 

This is the final word mod for any aspiring Minecraft sniper, from basic additions like the

humble crossbow to snow cannons and firework launchers.
 

Minecraft automation mods
 

There’s nothing like an excellent manufacturing unit setup in your Minecraft base -

automatically mining and producing resources so you never run out. The following mods

supply everything you want to totally automate nearly every facet of modded Minecraft, and

work best along with a few of the deeper mods in the final section.
 

Rope Bridge Mod
 

Chasms are a relentless inconvenience for Minecraft explorers: you spend minutes jumping

up the very best mountain only to find an annoying sequence of gaps between its peaks.
 

Make mountaineering easier for your self by putting in this helpful Rope Bridge mod, which

supplies you with a portable grappling gun that will automatically construct a bridge from

where you’re standing to the place it’s aimed. It’s also particularly helpful for constructing

tree-prime fortresses.
 

Caterpillar
 

Digging is the bread and butter of Minecraft, which is why somebody made the Caterpillar

mod that offers you an automated tunnelling machine, freeing you of the chore so you

possibly can discover, kill mobs, and meticulously redecorate your base.
 

You’ll have to construct it your self, but once you do, you’ll be saving hours in digital labour.

The drill head is upgradable too, with completely different supplies providing their very own

benefits, so there’s some scope so that you can get really stuck into this miner’s delight.
 

Progressive Automation
 



This mod provides basic automated units for all the pieces from farming to forestry. One of

the best bit about Progressive Automation is that each machine will be upgraded as you

progress, that means fewer huge rebuilds additional down the line.
 

Utilized Energistics 2
 

After staying some time in a big base storage starts to change into a difficulty. Applied

Energistics 2 enables you to flip matter into vitality, storing items on laborious drives you can

entry wirelessly from wherever in your base. It’s fantastically helpful, particularly for the

hoarders amongst you.
 

Greater Reactors
 

Have you ever wished to be a nuclear engineer with out studying about physics and going via

multiple years of upper training? Then Larger Reactors is the mod for you. Bigger Reactors

allows you to build huge, fully configurable reactors in an effort to cope with the ability

demands of all those different industrial mods you’ve been tinkering with.
 

Better nonetheless, this mod can link up with ComputerCraft, meaning you can monitor,

regulate, and program your power station from a protected distance - do you have to tinker

too much and cause a meltdown that's.
 

ComputerCraft and RFTools
 

Lastly, we’d be remiss not to say ComputerCraft. Itadds absolutely-programmable computer

systems and assorted peripherals into the Minecraft world. It also adds RFTools, which lets

you monitor and maintain a posh energy network. Each are very important instruments for

any form of automated base.
 

Minecraft expansive mods
 

That just leaves the most important mods - those that reward a major time investment with

substantial adjustments to vanilla Minecraft. We’d advocate tackling only one or two of those

at a time, even when they’re bundled collectively in a mod pack, for your sanity more than

anything. By the time you reach their endgame you’ll be the master of all you survey.
 

Draconic Evolution
 

If you’ve clad your self in Minecraft diamonds and long for some new endgame gear to

showcase to your folks, you might want to put in the Draconic Evolution mod. In addition to

including heaps of latest high-tier weaponry and armour, Draconic Evolution additionally has

its own vitality system that’s basically Minecraft’s answer to cold fusion.
 

Different options embody a weather manipulation system, an infinite chest with constructed-

in crafting facilities, teleporters, and mob spawners. In short, it’s the best mod for anybody



who’s mastered vanilla Survival mode.
 

Thaumcraft
 

Being a wizard is fairly awesome, and that’s no different on the earth of Minecraft.

Thaumcraft allows you to manipulate the magic energies present in every in-sport

merchandise to create highly effective wands, golems to do your bidding, and essence-

infused gadgets and tools.
 

It hooks beautifully into a number of other mods. If you’re after extra magic then try our guide

to enjoying the Minecraft Hogwarts map.
 

Merely Jetpacks 2
 

Simply Jetpacks 2 make the whole lot higher. All the pieces. That’s why this humble mod isn’t

seeking to burden you with countless new programs and recipes to recollect, it’s simply

making an attempt to present unusual Minecrafters the reward of instantaneous flight.
 

Soar into the skies powered by Redstone Flux, letting you keep away from hazards and

move around the map quickly. Increased-level jetpacks may also act as armour and even

negate fall injury, so there’s loads of motive to speculate a little time into this nifty add-on.
 

Blood Magic
 

Often, Minecraft is all somewhat too cute and fluffy. That’s the place modders are available

in, introducing some ritualistic darkish arts to give the vanilla recreation some edge. Blood

Magic- that most heinous of all magics - introduces a couple of new techniques and

mechanics based round drawing energy from the blood of mobs.
 

As soon as you’ve harvested sufficient life essence you should use it at a Blood Altar with a

purpose to craft new objects like a Dagger of Sacrifice.
 

Minefactory Reloaded
 

Arguably the very best all-spherical know-how mod is Minefactory Reloaded. It adds heaps of

machines and units that assist you to automate virtually the whole lot - from breeding cows to

enjoying in-sport data. As an added bonus, it additionally works significantly nicely with most

of the mods in the previous part.
 

BuildCraft
 

Mining by hand is a factor of the past and everyone is aware of it. That’s why there’s

BuildCraft, a hugely expansive mod that basically permits you to put vanilla Minecraft via its

personal industrial revolution.
 



This mod permits you to go full scale with your production traces from automated quarries to

autocrafting tables that may pump out any desired merchandise with the suitable elements

on tap.
 

Hats
 

From the ridiculous to the sublime, the cosmetic Hats mod adds over 100 hats to Minecraft,

ensuring you’ve all the time bought some means of shocking and, in some instances,

shocking your friends. You’ll must spend some time looking the hats down, though, as they’re

programmed to randomly spawn on mobs world wide - anticipate to see a squid with a phone

booth on its head or a creeper sporting a sombrero.
 

PneumaticCraft
 

PneumaticCraft swaps out power for pressurised air making for a highly risky and extremely

rewarding mod. Whether it’s air cannons, programmable drones, or a variety of assembly

machines, this mod provides a number of mechanical and automatic options to Minecraft.
 

If those should not all of the best Minecraft mods, we don’t know what are. These

enhancements and tweaks will transform your blocky bundle of joy and keep you playing

even longer, much like the Minecraft maps that will transport you absolutely anyplace and the

Minecraft servers that further keep issues contemporary. Speaking of protecting things fresh,

you can get the latest on all of the things coming in the Minecraft 1.18 replace and the

Minecraft 1.19 Wild update.
 

For now, though, we’re ready to get misplaced in Minecraft another time. When you need a

useful instrument to handle your mods, our information to installing and utilizing Minecraft

Forge will show you how to organise your modding wants. If you’re in search of other video

games to fill along with your creations, check out our list of one of the best crafting games on

Pc.


